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How are stimulus-driven reflexes generated, and what controls their
competition with voluntary action? The saccadic reflex to look towards
an abrupt visual onset (prosaccade) has been associated with the
retinotectal and magnocellular pathways, which rapidly convey signals
to the superior colliculus and cortical eye fields. Such stimulus-driven
reflexes need to be suppressed when making an eye movement in the
opposite direction (antisaccade), resulting in a cost in saccade latency.
We compared the latencies of pro- and anti-saccades elicited by
conventional luminance stimuli with those evoked by stimuli visible only
to short-wave-sensitive cones (S cones) embedded in dynamic
luminance noise. Critically, the retinotectal and magnocellular path-
ways are functionally blind to such stimuli. Compared to luminance
stimuli, antisaccade latency costs were significantly reduced for ‘S-
cone’ stimuli. This behavioural interaction is consistent with reduced
competition between reflexive and endogenous saccade plans when S-
cone stimuli are employed, while other processes involved in making an
antisaccade, such as changing preparatory set or generating an
endogenous saccade, are predicted to be equivalent for each kind of
stimulus. Using fMRI, we found that activity in the right intraparietal
sulcus (IPS) mirrored the behavioural interaction in saccade latencies.
Thus, the right IPS appears to index the degree of competition between
exogenous and endogenous saccade plans, showing the activity pattern
predicted for an area involved in suppressing the saccade reflex.
Furthermore, signals recorded from the superior colliculus showed the
reverse pattern of responses, consistent with a direct inhibitory
influence of IPS on SC.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Suddenly appearing objects tend to capture attention and often
induce a fast eye-movement (saccade) towards them (Theeuwes
et al., 1998). However, we are also able to suppress such reflexes
and choose to make a saccade to a different location. Such flexible
interplay between fast stimulus-driven behaviour and voluntary
goal-directed behaviour remains at the heart of sensori-motor
research. A favourite tool for investigating competition between
reflexive and goal-directed action plans is the “antisaccade” task, in
which the participant is required to make an eye movement away
from a visual onset, instead of a “prosaccade” towards it (Hallet,
1978; Munoz and Everling, 2004). The saccadic latency for anti-
saccades is generally longer than that for prosaccades, presumably
because antisaccades require resolution of conflict between the
reflexive urge to look at the stimulus and the endogenous plan to
saccade away. In this study, we focus on the source of the senso-
rimotor reflex and on the cortical areas that may be responsible for
resolving the competition it causes with the required endogenous
saccade.

The source of the sensorimotor reflex

Reflexive saccades are generally associated with the superior
colliculus (SC) and cortical areas such as the lateral intraparietal
area (LIP) and frontal eye-fields (FEF) (Findlay and Walker, 1999;
Munoz and Everling, 2004; Sparks, 1986; Wurtz and Goldberg,
1972). Indeed, neuronal inhibition in these areas appears to be
crucial for suppressing unwanted reflexive saccades (Everling et al.,
1998; Everling and Munoz, 2000). But while saccadic motor
control has been studied in detail, less is known about the source of
the early visual signals that trigger reflexive movements. Visual
onsets activate SC sensory cells via the retinotectal pathway and via
signals from primary visual cortex (Sparks, 1986). These sensory
cells may in turn activate saccade-generating cells in the SC (Isa,
2002), although this cannot fully explain collicular motor activity.
Saccade-generating cells are also driven by projections from areas
such as LIP and FEF, which themselves receive very short latency
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visual signals probably originating from the magnocellular path-
way, or the retinotectal pathway via the SC sensory cells (e.g. Bisley
et al., 2004; Izawa et al., 2005; Krauzlis, 2005; Pare and Wurtz,
1997; Schiller et al., 1979; Schmolesky et al., 1998). Thus the
sensorimotor reflex to look at a stimulus may be driven by
magnocellular and retinotectal information conveyed quickly to the
LIP, FEF and SC.

Importantly for our investigation, electrophysiological studies
have consistently reported that the retinotectal pathway does not
contain projections from short-wave sensitive cones, “S cones” (de
Monasterio, 1978; Marrocco and Li, 1977; Schiller and Malpeli,
1977). Likewise, the magnocellular pathway is not colour opponent
and receives little input from S cones (Calkins, 2001; Chatterjee and
Callaway, 2002; Gouras, 1968; Stockman et al., 1991; Yeh et al.,
1995). Consistent with this, the initial sensory activity in SC and
FEF is colour blind (Marrocco and Li, 1977; Ottes et al., 1987;
Stuphorn and Schall, 2002; Thompson and Bichot, 2005). Thus
chromatic changes visible only to S cones, which can be hidden
from luminance channels by dynamic luminance noise (Birch et al.,
1992; Mollon, 1982), should be invisible to both retinotectal and
magnocellular pathways (Sumner et al., 2002, 2006, 2004). Here,
we employed S-cone stimuli embedded in dynamic luminance noise
to test whether signals originating from retinotectal and magnocel-
lular pathways are an important source of competing sensorimotor
activity during antisaccades. To anticipate, we found reduced
antisaccade costs for S-cone stimuli compared to luminance stimuli,
consistent with there being less competition from the sensorimotor
reflex to look towards the stimulus.

The source of reactive inhibition

Using fMRI we aimed to investigate the cortical areas where
activity might index the degree of competition between the saccadic
reflex and the endogenous saccade plan to make an antisaccade. To
do so, we took advantage of the reduced antisaccade cost for S-cone
stimuli compared to luminance stimuli. We compared the BOLD
signal differences for antisaccades and prosaccades made to
luminance and S-cone stimuli, which were carefully calibrated for
each individual. Thus, rather than solely comparing antisaccades to
prosaccades, as has been done previously (see Munoz and Everling,
2004, for a review), we investigate the interaction between task
requirement (antisaccade or prosaccade) and stimulus type (lumi-
nance or S-cone), which controls not only for stimulus properties
but also for non-stimulus-driven factors that differ between pro-
saccades and antisaccades.

The processes required for antisaccade performance differ from
those required for prosaccades in several potentially distinct ways,
and it has therefore been difficult to ascribe activity measured
during antisaccades to one particular process. First, the artificial
stimulus–response mapping rule must be learnt and maintained in
memory. Second, preparatory inhibition has been reported, such
that activity in SC and FEF saccade neurons is reduced before the
target even appears, and conversely, activity in fixation neurons is
increased (Everling et al., 1999; Everling and Munoz, 2000). Third,
a process of vector inversion may be required to calculate the
endpoint of the correct saccade based on the stimulus location in the
opposite hemifield. Fourth, an “endogenous” saccade must be
generated to this location without the assistance of a visual event to
trigger stimulus-driven saccadic activity. And finally, this endo-
genous plan must compete with the sensorimotor reflex to saccade
towards the stimulus.
An important conclusion from monkey neurophysiology is that
despite preparatory inhibition on antisaccade trials, a large degree of
competition from stimulus-elicited activity still occurs. For
example, a large stimulus-triggered activity burst persists in FEF
and SC saccade neurons (Everling et al., 1999; Everling and
Munoz, 2000), which can be larger than the burst of activity that
actually accompanies the endogenous antisaccade (Everling et al.,
1999; Everling and Munoz, 2000). Any such stimulus-driven
activity is likely to be a strong source of conflict with the endo-
genous plan, and require an additional inhibitory process that re-
actively suppresses the emerging reflex in order to resolve
competition in favour of the desired antisaccade. Here, we will
refer to this process as “reactive inhibition” to distinguish it from
the pre-stimulus preparatory inhibition. We investigate three
cortical regions that might reflect the degree of competition bet-
ween stimulus-elicited activity and endogenous saccade plans, and
thus may be potential sources of the reactive inhibition that helps
resolve this competition: the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), in which the
human homologue of macaque LIP is thought to lie (Schluppeck
et al., 2005; Sereno et al., 2001), the supplementary eye field (SEF)
in the medial frontal cortex (Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987), and the
FEF.

IPS/LIP activity, especially in the right hemisphere of humans,
has been observed during antisaccades (Brown et al., 2006;
Connolly et al., 2002; Doricchi et al., 1997; Gottlieb and Goldberg,
1999; O’Driscoll et al., 1995; Paus et al., 1993; Sweeney et al.,
1996), and has been attributed to the vector inversion process that
calculates the required endpoint of the antisaccade (Medendorp
et al., 2005; Zhang and Barash, 2000, 2004). Consistent with this,
differences in IPS activity between anti- and pro-saccades appear to
occur mainly after stimulus presentation, rather than in the
preparatory period (Connolly et al., 2002). However, given that
competition between the saccade reflex and the endogenous plan
would be expected to occur in the same interval, this process might
contribute to measured activity.

Areas within and around the IPS are thought generally to be
involved in selecting targets for action (e.g. Andersen and Buneo,
2002; Gottlieb, 2002). For example, neurons within LIP topogra-
phically represent the salience of visually and behaviourally rele-
vant items, aiding the selection of targets for a saccadic response
(Kusunoki et al., 2000). Similarly, neurons within the parietal reach
region (PRR) are specialised for encoding target-directed limb
movements (Connolly et al., 2003). In humans, unilateral lesions to
posterior parietal cortex (PPC), including the parietal eye field
region (PEF), can result in a deterioration of saccade target selection
when two competing visual stimuli are present (Braun et al., 1992).
For these patients, inappropriate responses could not be inhibited
even when they were informed of their errors, suggesting a critical
role for the PPC in inhibiting competing reflexive saccade plans. In
healthy subjects, these regions are often activated in situations of
stimulus or response conflict (Fink et al., 1999; Rushworth et al.,
2001). The right posterior parietal cortex in particular appears to be
activated by competition between spatial aspects of stimulus–
response mapping (Maclin et al., 2001), for example, during the
“Simon task” in which lateralised stimuli must be responded to with
the contralateral hand (Simon and Small, 1969). Thus, the IPS may
be essentially involved in resolving competition between stimulus-
elicited activity and endogenous saccade plans.

FEF and SEF activity has also been found during antisaccade
performance (e.g. Brown et al., 2006; O’Driscoll et al., 1995;
Sweeney et al., 1996), and antisaccade deficits have been reported
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for patients with lesions to these areas (Guitton et al., 1985;
Machado and Rafal, 2004a; Parton et al., 2007). These cortical eye
fields have been implicated in the “preparatory set” for anti-
saccades, alongside other frontal areas (DeSouza et al., 2003). For
example, SEF cells may provide preparatory inhibition of FEF and
SC saccade cells, because they show increased activity in the same
pre-stimulus interval that saccade cells in the FEF and SC are
suppressed and fixation cells are activated (Amador et al., 2004;
Schlag-Rey et al., 1997). If the main contribution of these frontal
areas is indeed preparatory, we would not predict any difference in
activity here across the conditions in our paradigm (in which
preparatory effects are similar across conditions). However, it
remains possible that these areas may also be candidates for
reflecting post-stimulus reactive inhibition.

Here, we aimed to distinguish the competition between reflexive
and endogenous saccade activity from other processes that differ
between antisaccades and prosaccades by employing S-cone stimuli
to manipulate the strength of the competing sensorimotor reflex.
Our behavioural results reported below, combined with previous
results (Sumner et al., 2002) indicate that S-cone stimuli do not
elicit the large saccadic reflex associated with luminance stimuli.
Thus activity related to reactive suppression of this reflex should be
less for antisaccades to S-cone stimuli compared to luminance
stimuli. Other components of the antisaccade task should be equi-
valent across these two conditions; there remains the need to main-
tain the rule, invert the vector and initiate an endogenous saccade.
Preparatory inhibition is also expected to occur for both stimulus
types, aiding performance even if participants become aware that
the sensorimotor reflex is smaller for S-cone stimuli. It is important
to recall that preparatory inhibition is only partially successful at
reducing the standard stimulus-driven response (Everling et al.,
1999; Everling and Munoz, 2000), so we expect that both prepa-
ratory and reactive inhibition processes are required on all anti-
saccade trials. In fact, because of the luminance noise, our stimuli
encouraged some preparatory inhibition on prosaccade trials as
well, further minimising any difference in this process across
conditions.

Thus we expect to be able to attribute differences in activity
between luminance and S-cone antisaccade conditions mainly to the
differing degree of competition between the stimulus-driven reflex
and the endogenous plan to make an anti-saccade. More speci-
fically, we compare the antisaccade–prosaccade difference for
luminance stimuli with the antisaccade–prosaccade difference for
S-cone stimuli; i.e. the interaction between response type and
stimulus type, which equates stimulus properties in our compar-
isons. Since the S-cone pathway from retina to cortex is known to
be slower than luminance pathways, we expect prosaccades to S-
cone stimuli to be delayed by approximately 30 ms compared to
prosaccades to luminance stimuli (Cottaris and De Valois, 1998;
Smithson and Mollon, 2004). The crucial question is whether
antisaccades are similarly delayed for S-cone stimuli compared to
luminance stimuli, simply due to the late arrival of the visual
stimulus, or whether the antisaccade cost for S-cone stimuli is in
fact smaller owing to a smaller sensorimotor reflex, and therefore
less conflict between this and the planned endogenous saccade.

Materials and methods

Our experiment required some changes from the standard anti-
saccade paradigm in which, for example, white stimuli might
appear on a black background. To restrict information exclusively
to chromatic channels, colour changes must be presented in an
environment of luminance noise. Therefore place markers were
continuously present at both possible target locations, and changed
luminance randomly (within a limited range) every 50 ms. These
place markers also served to minimise the need for vector inversion
during antisaccades in our study. The flickering luminance noise
also introduced some preparatory inhibition, or caution, in all trials,
so that saccades were not made to elements of the luminance noise.
S-cone stimuli were calibrated for each participant individually
using the methods of minimum motion and transient tritanopia
(Anstis and Cavanagh, 1983; Smithson et al., 2003; Sumner et al.,
2002, 2006, 2004).

Participants

Ten right-handed volunteers, aged 23 to 32 years, with normal or
corrected to normal visual acuity, participated in the initial behav-
ioural study. Eight of these participants also gave informed written
consent to take part in the fMRI study (age range 23 to 32 years).
All experimental procedures were given ethical approval from the
local Riverside Hospital ethics committee.

Stimuli

Stimuli were presented on a uniform grey background
(MacLeod–Boynton colour coordinates 0.35, 0.02; luminance,
12 cd m−2) with a central light grey fixation cross (30 cd m−2).
Circular place markers (average 25 cd m−2), subtending 1.35° were
positioned 6° either side of fixation, indicating the possible location
of an upcoming stimulus. To rule out potential discrimination of the
chromatic stimuli based on information in luminance channels, the
luminance of the place markers changed every 50 ms to a randomly
assigned level between 24.4 and 25.6 cd m−2. S-cone or luminance
stimuli were briefly flashed (100 ms duration) in either the right or
left location at random (Fig. 1).

For the luminance stimuli, one of the circular place markers was
incremented to a luminance of 35 cd m−2 (Fig. 1A). For the S-cone
stimuli a colour transition from grey to lilac (80% S-cone contrast)
was made along the tritan axis – the colour axis that affects signals
in S cones, while leaving unchanged the signals of long-wave (L)
and middle-wave (M) sensitive cones (Fig. 1B). Since tritan axes
differ between individuals, and between retinal locations, due to
variations in cone sensitivity, macular pigment, lens optical density
and chromatic aberration, the S-cone stimuli were calibrated
individually for each participant, using procedures of minimum
motion and transient tritanopia, very similar to those previously
described (Anstis and Cavanagh, 1983; Smithson et al., 2003;
Sumner et al., 2002, 2006, 2004). Note that the peripheral stimuli
were positioned 6° either side of fixation to avoid the central retinal
area where the S-cone chromatic axis changes most due to changing
macular pigment density.

All stimuli were created and presented using Matlab (www.
mathworks.com) in conjunction with a PC-controlled Cambridge
Research Systems (www.crsltd.com) ViSaGe, allowing stimulus
presentation to be synchronized with the screen refresh rate of
60 Hz. For the initial behavioural experiment, all stimuli were
presented on a calibrated 21-in. Sony GDM-F520 monitor.
However, for the fMRI study, the scanning environment creates
challenges for colour calibration, because CRT monitors cannot be
employed. For our study, it was essential that S-cone stimuli were
calibrated for each participant using the actual stimulus display
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Fig. 1. Oculomotor task. Participants performed blocks of prosaccades or antisaccades to luminance (A) or S-cone stimuli (B) presented to the right or left
of fixation at random. Each trial lasted 2300 ms, with stimulus onset jittered between 500 and 900 ms. All stimuli were embedded within constant
random luminance noise, such that the luminance of the place-markers changed every 50 ms within a range 1.2 cd m−2 around their mean luminance
(25 cd m−2).
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apparatus used to present the stimuli. For the fMRI setup, we used a
projector and screen mounted on a mobile unit that could be moved
between our psychophysics lab and the scanner, enabling us to
carefully calibrate the whole projection apparatus. Therefore, after
the initial behavioural experiments in the lab, we carefully re-
calibrated each participant using the same techniques of minimum
motion and transient tritanopia used in the laboratory setting. We
used the same viewing geometry as in the scanner, and importantly
we rechecked each person’s calibration in the scanner immediately
prior to each fMRI session.

Further, to ensure that the luminance and S-cone stimuli were
matched as far as possible in subjective salience, each participant
performed a preliminary salience matching task in which an S-cone
stimulus and a luminance stimulus were presented simultaneously,
on either side of fixation (see Fig. 2A). There were 6 possible
luminance settings for the luminance stimulus (26, 28, 30, 32, 34,
and 36 cd m−2) and 5 possible contrast ratios for the S-cone
stimulus (0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2, and 1.4 times the S-cone contrast used in
the laboratory experiment). Each possible combination of S-cone
and luminance stimuli was presented 4 times, in a random order,
and participants made forced choice responses to indicate which
stimulus appeared to be the most “attention-grabbing” (see Fig. 2B).
The mean subjective neutral point was determined for each parti-
cipant and thus a luminance value assigned to the luminance sti-
mulus that best matched the S-cone stimulus used in the laboratory
experiment outside the scanner.

Oculomotor task

Participants performed blocks of prosaccades or antisaccades to
luminance or S-cone defined stimuli (Fig. 1). After an initial
fixation period (gittered between 500 and 900 ms), a luminance or S
cone stimulus briefly appeared (100 ms) followed by another
fixation period (1300–1700 ms). Each trial lasted a total of 2300 ms
and targets appeared on the right or left with equal frequency in
randomised order. Participants were instructed to respond as fast as
possible, whilst making minimal errors. For the behavioural
experiments outside the scanner, each participant performed 100
trials (split into two 50 trial blocks) for each of the 4 conditions:
blocks were entirely comprised of either: (i) pro-saccade to lumi-
nance stimuli, (ii) anti-saccades to luminance stimuli, (iii) pro-
saccades to S-cone stimuli and (iv) anti-saccades to S-cone stimuli,
creating a 2×2 factorial design. The order of block presentation was
randomised across participants.

For the fMRI study, participants performed blocks of 12 trials of
each of the four conditions (i)–(iv), as described above. Each block
was preceded by a cue instructing participants to perform either pro-
or anti-saccades and followed by a 21-s rest period to allow the
haemodynamic response to return to baseline. Brain activity during
the rest period was used as a baseline for comparison, and therefore
the fixation cross, place markers and luminance noise remained
present throughout, to control for visual stimulation. Two blocks of
each of the 4 conditions were presented per experimental run, and
each participant performed 3 consecutive runs. Block presentation
order was randomized between runs and between participants.

Eye tracking

Outside the scanner, saccadic latencies were recorded using an
ASL 504 (Applied Sciences Laboratory, www.a-s-l.com) remote
infrared pupil tracker (an ASL chin and head rest were also used).
Inside the scanner, an MR-compatible ASL504 LRO infrared
video-based eye tracker was used to record saccadic latencies on all
participants. Both systems sampled at 240 Hz, with a spatial
resolution of ∼0.5°. See Fig. 3C for example eye movement traces
from within the scanner.

Both vertical and horizontal ocular displacement was measured
and data were analysed off-line using dedicated programs written in
Matlab. The criterion for saccade detection was a velocity of
60° s−1, and saccadic onset was defined by a velocity N22° s−1.
Eye-position traces were inspected for all trials to check the onset of
a saccade had been correctly identified. Trials were discarded if
steady fixation was not maintained preceding target presentation.
Trials were included in the latency analysis only if the first saccade
larger than 0.5° occurred between 75 and 500 ms after target
presentation, and approached the required location with an accuracy
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Fig. 2. Matching luminance and S cone stimuli for perceived salience. (A)
Salience matching task: participants were presented with the same
background screen used in the experimental trials, but this time an S-cone
and luminance stimulus were presented simultaneously either side of
fixation. Participants made forced choice responses to indicate which
stimulus was the most ‘attention-grabbing’. (B) Group data: the mean
proportion of responses in favour of the luminance stimulus for each
combination of stimulus settings is plotted as a 3D contour map. The vertical
line marks the approximate mean “equi-salience” point for the group, (when
matching to the S-cone stimulus used in the laboratory experiments) although
in the fMRI experiment, the most appropriate luminance stimulus to match
the S-cone stimulus was determined on an individual participant basis.
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of within 2°. This was achieved in over 90% of trials. Express
saccades, with latency b75 ms, were extremely rare and we found
no evidence for more express saccades to luminance stimuli than to
S-cone stimuli. However, we should note that all saccade latencies
were relatively slow in our paradigm, compared to those normally
used to elicit express saccades, because of the flickering luminance
noise present throughout each trial. Trials were counted as errors if
the first saccade following target presentation was in the opposite
direction to that required, or if no response was made.

Scanning details

All images were acquired using a Siemens 1.5-T Vision MRI
scanner (Numaris version 33B) with the standard circularly polarised
head coil. T2*-weighted images were acquired using gradient-echo
EPI with a 128×128 matrix, field of view 240 mm, TE 54 ms and
90° flip-angle. A 64×64 axial mosaic sequence was used to acquire
33 slices every 3.5 s. Slices were 3 mm thick with a 0.5-mm gap,
parallel to the AC–PC line, in an interleaved slice order. In-plane
resolution was 3.5 mm×3.5 mm, making each voxel (3.5 mm)3.
Each active block lasted 28 s (8 volumes) interleaved with a 21-s
rest period (6 volumes). Instructive cue screens, which came before
every active and rest block lasted 3.5 s (1 volume) each. An extra
5 volumes were acquired at the beginning of every scan run, to allow
the brain to reach steady state magnetisation, making the total
number of volumes acquired per experimental run 133. Each
participant performed 3 consecutive functional scan runs.

T1-weighted axial anatomical scans with 1×1×2 mm resolution
were also acquired for every participant using an MP-RAGE se-
quence (TR=9.7 ms, TE=4 ms, T1=300 ms, flip angle 8°, 128
partitions, FOV 250×250×256 mm).

Analysis of imaging

Data image processing and statistical analyses were carried out
using SPM99 (Wellcome Centre for Neuroimaging, UCL, http://
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). For the single-subject analyses, the
first 5 images from each experimental run for each participant were
discarded, the remaining images were realigned to the first image, to
compensate for head movement, coregistered to their T1 anatomical
image, and spatially smoothed with an isotropic smoothing kernel
of 7 mm, full-width at half-maximum. A linear combination of
regressors was generated, representing the time series for each
condition of interest. Haemodynamic responses for each condition
were modelled by convolving these regressors with a synthetic
haemodynamic response function and its temporal derivative,
creating a boxcar function. The general linear model, as employed
by SPM99, was used to generate parameter estimates of activity at
every voxel, for each condition, for each participant. Linear contrasts
between regressors, representing the different experimental condi-
tions, were used to determine activated brain areas by generating
statistical parametric maps of the t-statistic (SPM(t)).

For the group analysis, each participant’s realigned functional
data was spatially normalised to the SPM99 EPI template in MNI
space and smoothed with a 7-mm Gaussian kernel. A random-
effects analysis was used, so that any inferences drawn from the
data can be applied to the general population (Friston et al., 1999).
For each participant’s normalised data, a single mean image was
generated for each contrast of interest between experimental
conditions. These images were then used as the basis for inter-
participant comparisons and were passed into one-sample t tests at
each voxel. The resulting statistical parametric map of the t statistic
was used to make inferences at the group level. A threshold of
pb0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons, was applied to all
contrasts, unless otherwise stated.

Regions of interest

Regions of interest (ROI) were defined for the FEF, SEF and IPS
bilaterally, using the combined activity from all eye movement
conditions versus baseline (Fig. 4A). First, to maintain anatomical
precision and allow for individual variability (Ryan et al., 2006), the
cortical eye fields were defined on un-normalised data (co-regist-
ered to each participant’s T1 anatomical image) for every
participant using the SPM ‘MarsBar’ toolbox (http://marsbar.
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sourceforge.net/). Clusters of activity that reached a threshold of
pb0.001 uncorrected, which fell within anatomically defined
regions, were used to localise the FEF, SEF and IPS. For voxels
within each of these ROI we calculated the change in activity
evoked by each of our 4 experimental conditions compared to
fixation baseline. Second, to validate the results for cluster defined
regions (which showed small variations in volume across
participants), an ROI analysis was repeated for regions defined by
a sphere (radius 10 mm), centered on the peak coordinate of activity
within each cortical eye field for each participant. Third, to validate
the ROI results for un-normalised data, and to confirm sub-
threshold activity had not been missed in the group analysis, an ROI
analysis was also run on the normalised data (co-registered to the
SPM template). Cluster and spherical ROIs for each eye field were
defined using the results of the group analysis, using the same
inclusion criteria as above.

Further ROIs were defined for the right and left superior colliculi
on an anatomical basis. In normalised space, a 5-mm radius sphere
was defined around the coordinates [5/−30/−5] and [−5/−30/−5]
enclosing the right and left SC, respectively. These regions were
used to report BOLD signal responses for the group-normalised
data. Note that the superior colliculus is a small structure, lying in
close proximity to prominent blood vessels that make it susceptible
to cardiac-induced brain stem motion. Physiological recording of
cardiac pulse and respiratory rate was not available at the time of
scanning and therefore we have not applied any physiological noise
correction to the data. Although such physiological noise may affect
all blocked conditions equally, interpretation of the SC data is given
with caution.

Results

Behavioural data

Saccade latencies
Our initial analysis has been carried out on the more com-

prehensive data set collected outside the scanner, where many more
trials were performed per participant. As expected, responses to S-
cone stimuli were generally slower than to luminance stimuli
[ANOVA main effect: F(1,9)=29, pb0.001], in line with the
known slower transmission time of S-cone sensory information in
early visual pathways (Cottaris and De Valois, 1998; Smithson and
Mollon, 2004). Also as expected, the mean latency for antisaccades
was slower than that for prosaccades [ANOVAmain effect: F(1,9)=
52, pb0.001]. Most importantly however, the difference in latency
for antisaccades compared to prosaccades, was much smaller for S-
cone stimuli than for luminance stimuli, see Fig. 3A [ANOVA
interaction: F(1,9)=37, pb0.001; post hoc t-test: t(9)=6.084,
pb0.001]. That is, the cost of making a saccade away from a
luminance stimulus was significantly greater than that for an S-cone
stimulus, supporting the idea that S-cone stimuli do not produce
such a strong sensorimotor reflex to compete with the planned
endogenous antisaccade.

The antisaccade cost, even for the luminance stimuli, was
smaller than in many previous studies, and it is worth noting that
several aspects of our stimuli would act to reduce the difference
Fig. 3. Saccade latencies. Mean saccade latency is plotted for each of the four
conditions performed outside (A) and inside (B) the scanner. S-cone stimuli
were expected to produce longer latencies overall because of the known
slower sensory transmission time for the S-cone pathway (Cottaris and De
Valois, 1998; Smithson and Mollon, 2004). The key result is that the cost in
latency for antisaccades compared to prosaccades is smaller for S-cone
stimuli than for luminance stimuli. Error bars indicate the standard error of
the antisaccade cost for each stimulus type (i.e. the s.e. of the difference
between antisaccades and prosaccades). The standard error of the crucial
interaction between task requirement (antisaccade or prosaccade) and
stimulus type (luminance or S-cone) for saccadic latencies was ±3.1 ms
outside the scanner and ±4.2 ms inside the scanner. The frequency of saccade
direction errors was very low for all conditions, both inside and outside the
scanner, as indicated by the black squares plotted against the right hand scale.
Similar to the latency data, error bars indicate the standard error of the
antisaccade cost for each stimulus type. (C) Example eye position traces for
right (upward) and left (downward) saccades made inside the scanner,
measured using an MRI-compatible eye tracker sampling at 240 Hz.

http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/
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between prosaccades and antisaccades. We used relatively low
contrast luminance or colour changes to a stimulus that was already
present (the guide box), dramatically reducing the perceptual sense
of a stark onset compared to bright white stimuli appearing on a
black background. In addition, the presence of guide boxes
minimised the need for vector inversion during antisaccades.
Furthermore, the luminance noise constituted a source of distraction
in both antisaccades and prosaccades, presumably encouraging
more caution (i.e. preparatory inhibition) in the latter than might be
the case for bold visual onsets appearing on a blank display, in
which case participants can saccade to any detected visual change.
Thus some of the processes associated only with antisaccades in
previous studies, especially preparatory inhibition, were also
expected to occur for prosaccades in our study. Lastly, antisaccades
and prosaccades were performed in separate blocks in our study,
whereas antisaccade costs are generally greatest when prosaccade
and antisaccade trials are randomly interleaved.

Behavioural responses measured inside the scanner mirrored
those recorded outside the scanner (Fig. 3B). Analysis of variance
confirmed the expected interaction between saccade type and sti-
mulus type [ANOVA interaction: F(1,7)=31, pb0.001]. Although
the main effect of stimulus type did not reach significance for this
smaller dataset [ANOVA main effect: F(1,7)=3, p=0.136], pro-
saccades to S-cone stimuli were slower than those to luminance
stimuli [t-test: t(7)=5.3, pb0.001], as expected from the known
delay of approximately 30 ms for the S-cone sensory signal. Similar
to the more comprehensive dataset recorded outside the scanner, the
mean latency for antisaccades was slower than that for prosaccades
[ANOVA main effect: F(1,7)=67, pb0.001].

On average saccade latencies recorded inside the scanner were
slower than those made outside the scanner (∼37±12 ms SD), but
were comparable with previous studies of saccades in the MRI
environment (Brown et al., 2006; Chikazoe et al., 2007; Ford et al.,
2005). Subjects made fewer errors inside the scanner, so the
increased latencies could be explained by a speed-accuracy trade
off. However, analysis of variance found no significant main effect
of environment [F(1,7)=3.976, p=0.086]. There was a significant
interaction between environment and stimulus type [F(1,7)=7.833,
p=0.027], driven by the saccade latencies for luminance stimuli
Fig. 4. Functional imaging data. (A) Top view of a 3D rendering of a standard T1
performing saccadic eye movements. This figure represents the group combined
Materials and methods), and identifies the location of the frontal eye fields (R [50/−
parietal eye fields (R [31/−59/59], L [−30/−63/56]). Coordinates given indicate the
effects analysis, p=0.001 uncorrected. (B) Group contrast between antisaccades an
by this contrast has coordinates right [22, 4, 50] and left [−18, 6, 42], and is more me
consistent with the range of previously published coordinates for FEF (Mort, 2003)
rest comparison above: right [38, −52, 64] and left [−26, −64, 60]. For illustrative p
of p=0.01 uncorrected. However, both IPS regions and the right FEF are still signifi
a significant interaction between saccadic response (antisaccade/prosaccade) and sti
saccade latencies. The figure shows a group random effects analysis, pb0.001 unc
time course data showing changes in BOLD signal (relative to overall mean) for the
un-normalised data. For clarity, coloured bars indicate alternating blocks of eye
occurred for blocks of antisaccades to luminance stimuli (dark grey panels). (E) Gro
the 4 eye movement conditions versus rest. The R IPS cluster was defined for each p
fixation (see Materials and methods). Error bars indicate the standard error of the a
antisaccades and prosaccades). The standard error of the crucial interaction between
or S-cone) was ±0.31. (F) Group mean BOLD signal changes in the left IPS region o
signal changes in the FEF region of interest, defined as above for IPS. There was n
difference between antisaccades and prosaccades. However, as noted for panel B, t
medial frontal region, very close to previously published coordinates for this contra
SEF region of interest, defined as above for IPS and FEF.
being more affected by the MRI environment. This is unsurprising
given the slight decrease in luminance of the luminance stimuli for
the scanning sessions compared to the lab based sessions, following
the salience matching procedure for individual subjects (see Ma-
terials and methods). Importantly, the scanning environment did not
affect the critical interaction between stimulus type and response
type [interaction of environment×stimulus type×response type:
F(1,7)=0.052, p=0.827].

Saccade errors
For data collected outside the scanner, the number of errors was,

in general, low, and some participants made no errors at all in some
conditions (see Fig. 3A). However, as expected, more errors were
made on antisaccade trials than on prosaccade trials [Lum pro 4.4%,
Lum anti 6.1%, S-cone pro 2.8%, S-cone anti 2.1%; ANOVA main
effect: F(1,9)=14, p=0.005]. The highest mean error rate (6.1%)
was for luminance antisaccade trials and the antisaccade cost (anti-
saccades–prosaccades) was significant for luminance stimuli [t(9)=
4.2, p=0.002] but not present for S-cone stimuli [t(9)=1.5,
p=0.164], consistent with a weaker saccade reflex for the latter.
Thus, there was an interaction of response with stimulus type in the
expected direction [F(1,9)=3.4, p=0.05, one-tailed]. For those
participants who made errors for every condition, the latency of
error saccades did not significantly differ between conditions (but
the number of errors was too low to draw any statistical conclusions
from their latency).

There were very few errors made by any participant in the fMRI
paradigm (Lum pro 0.7%, Lum anti 1.2%, S-cone pro 0.2%, S-cone
anti 0.2%), so statistical tests were precluded. However, as expected
most errors were made on luminance antisaccade trials. Mean error
rates for the S-cone stimuli were identical for antisaccades and
prosaccades (see Fig. 3B).

Saccade amplitude and velocity
To further characterise the dynamic properties of saccades made

to luminance and S-cone stimuli we compared the maximum sac-
cade velocity and maximum amplitude of saccades across
conditions, for the 8 subjects who performed the oculomotor task
both outside and inside the scanner. For the more comprehensive
anatomical image with superimposed loci of brain activity associated with
activity for all four eye movement conditions versus fixation baseline (see
2/50], L [−45/1/50]), supplementary eye fields (R [4/4/60], L [−4/4/60]) and
mid point of activity within each region in MNI space from a group random
d prosaccades, depicted on standard T1 image. Note that the FEF as defined
dial than the peak activity for all saccades in panel A, although both areas are
. The IPS coordinates are very similar to those for the all eye movements Vs
urposes, the figure shows a group random effects analysis at a low threshold
cant at p=0.001. (C) The region within the right intraparietal sulcus showing
mulus type (luminance/S-cone), which mirrors the behavioural interaction in
orrected. Mid-point of activity [30/−60/60] in MNI space. (D) Example raw
right IPS for one scan run for one participant, using a cluster ROI defined on
movements (grey or lilac) and rest (white). The greatest change in activity
up mean BOLD signal changes in the right IPS region of interest for each of
articipant on un-normalised data, using the contrast of all eye movements vs.
ntisaccade cost for each stimulus type (i.e. the s.e. of the difference between
task requirement (antisaccade or prosaccade) and stimulus type (luminance
f interest, which did not show the crucial interaction. (G) Group mean BOLD
o sign of the predicted interaction and, in this region, there was also no clear
here was higher activity for antisaccades than prosaccades in a slightly more
st (e.g. O'Driscoll et al., 1995). (H) Group mean BOLD signal changes in the
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Table 1
Coordinates of activation maxima

Lobe Region x/y/z
coordinates

Z

(A) All eye movements vs. rest
Parietal Intra-parietal sulcus R 22/−66/64 4.75

34/−56/50 4.74
L −20/−68/60 4.02

−38/−50/54 4.52
Frontal Frontal eye field R 50/−2/52 4.56

L −42/2/60 4.92
Supplementary eye field 0/8/60 4.90

(B) Antisaccades vs. Prosaccades
Parietal Intra-parietal sulcus R 38/−52/64 5.05

18/−64/68 3.39
L −16/−64/56 3.91

Frontal Frontal eye field R 22/4/50 3.15

(C) Interaction of stimulus and response type
Parietal Intra-parietal sulcus R 30/−60/60 3.03

(A) Coordinates of the most significant activation maxima for cortical
regions activated by all 4 eye movements conditions combined. (B)
Coordinates of all activation maxima in parietal and frontal cortex where
activity was greater for antisaccades than prosaccades. (C) Coordinates of
the single cortical region reflecting the crucial interaction between stimulus
and response type. A–C: Random effects analysis, pb0.001 uncorrected.
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data set acquired outside the scanner, peak velocity to luminance
stimuli was significantly greater than to S-cone stimuli [F(1,7)=
6.574, p=0.037], but this effect was not significant for the smaller
data set acquired inside the scanner [F(1,7)=0.068, p=0.803].
Saccades made outside the scanner also showed a trend for larger
amplitude saccades to luminance than to S-cone stimuli [F(1,7)=
5.266, p=0.055], but again there was no such trend for this effect
inside the scanner [F(1,7)=1.995, p=0.208]. There was no signi-
ficant difference in peak velocity or peak amplitude for prosaccades
or antisaccades and no significant interactions between stimulus
type and response type for either peak velocity or peak amplitude
for saccades made outside or inside the scanner.

fMRI data

Having established that the antisaccade cost for S-cone stimuli is
less than that for luminance stimuli, we aimed to investigate
whether activity in IPS, SEF or FEF might reflect this behavioural
interaction. For an area that reflects competition between stimulus-
triggered saccade plans and endogenous saccade plans, and which
may therefore be involved in reactively inhibiting the sensori-motor
reflex, we would expect the difference in activity between anti-
saccades and prosaccades to be greater for luminance than for S-
cone stimuli. On the other hand, we do not expect such a difference
for areas involved in other processes associated with making an
antisaccade, such as maintaining the rule, preparatory suppression
of saccade cells, inverting the saccade vector or planning and
initiating an endogenous saccade.

Group random effects analysis
As expected, the contrast between all saccadic conditions and

fixation shows activation in the three cortical eye fields (Fig. 4A;
Table 1A). The mean positions were (in MNI space): parietal eye
fields – right [31/59/59], left [30/63/56]; frontal eye fields – right
[50/−2/50], left [−45/1/50]; supplementary eye fields – right [4/4/
60], left [−4/4/60]. The contrast between antisaccades and
prosaccades also shows clear activation in parietal cortex (Fig.
4B; Table 1B), but any frontal activity is weak and not as clear as
that found in most previous studies. Interestingly, in the region
expected for the FEF, the locus of peak contrast between anti-
saccades and prosaccades was more medial than the peak contrast
between all saccades and fixation (Fig. 4A compared to B),
although both are consistent with the previously published range of
FEF coordinates (Mort et al., 2003). This may imply some func-
tional specialization within the FEF region, but the strength of our
antisaccade–prosaccade contrast here does not permit definitive
conclusions.

Our main interest was in the regions where the difference in
activity between antisaccades and prosaccades was greater for
luminance than for S-cone stimuli – i.e. the interaction between
saccadic response type (pro/anti) and stimulus type (luminance/S-
cone) which mirrored the behavioural interaction in saccade
latencies. This interaction was found to be significant within the
right IPS (Fig. 4C; Table 1C), with a mid-point of [30/−60/60] in
MNI space. Fig. 4D shows an example of the raw time course of
relative fMRI signal within the right IPS ROI for one scan run for
one participant. No such interaction was found for the left IPS, or
for the FEF or SEF in either hemisphere. Additionally, no sign of
activity was seen in early visual areas, even at a threshold of p=0.01
uncorrected, confirming that our comparison of interest was
adequately matched for stimulus properties.

Region of interest analysis
To probe the group results further, and to ensure sub-threshold

activity had not been missed, region of interest analyses were
carried out for each of the cortically defined eye fields. The first
ROI analysis, performed on cluster volumes defined using the
contrast between all saccades and fixation with un-normalised data
(see Materials and methods), confirmed the group finding that the
right IPS (Fig. 4E) is the critical site for the interaction [F(1,7)=
8.871, p=0.021]. The left IPS (Fig. 4F) shows greater antisaccade
than prosaccade activity, but did not show the interaction [F(1,7)=
0.875, p=0.381]. The FEF (Fig. 4G) and SEF (Fig. 4H) also did not
show the interaction [F(1,7)=1.248, p=0.301; F(1,7)=0.970,
p=0.358]. The pattern and magnitude of responses were compar-
able across hemispheres for these latter two regions and therefore
bilateral data has been presented. The standard errors of the inter-
actions in FEF, SEF and left IPS were 0.35, 0.5 and 0.4 times the
size of the interaction found in right IPS, giving delta values of 2.8,
2.0 and 2.5, respectively. Thus, there was a power of .88, .64 and
.80 in these ROIs to detect an effect of the size found in right IPS.

The results for regions defined by a sphere centred on the point
of peak activity for each participant’s un-normalised data were al-
most identical to the cluster defined ROIs, confirming a significant
interaction only in the right IPS [F(1,7)=13.690, p=0.008]. Simi-
larly, cluster and spherical regions defined on normalised group data
gave comparable results.

It is likely that ROIs defined using a comparison of all eye
movements vs. fixation baseline, as above, favour voxels showing
high activity in both antisaccade and prosaccade conditions, and
thus act against finding a difference between these conditions if it is
not manifest in exactly the same location. Therefore, for the FEF,
we additionally tested ROIs defined using previously published
coordinates, which are mostly more medial than our FEF ROIs (e.g.
O’Driscoll et al., 1995). In this case, we did find greater activity for



Fig. 5. BOLD signal recorded from the superior colliculus. Group mean BOLD signal changes from bilateral superior colliculi. The right and left superior
colliculi were anatomically defined on the group normalised template image using a 5-mm radius sphere centered on the MNI coordinates, R: [5/−30/−5],
L: [−5/−30/−5] (see right-hand panel for approximate illustration). The pattern of response was comparable across hemispheres and therefore bilateral data
have been presented. Error bars indicate the standard error of the antisaccade cost for each stimulus type (i.e. the s.e. of the difference between antisaccades and
prosaccades). Note that the pattern of responses is the inverse of that for the right IPS.
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antisaccades than prosaccades, but there was still no sign of the
interaction of interest.

Lastly, we investigated activity in the superior colliculus (SC).
Interestingly, the pattern of activity in the SC appeared to be the
inverse of that found for the right IPS region (Fig. 5). The inter-
action between stimulus and response type was significant [F(1,7)=
19.104, p=0.003]. We did not find significant differences between
hemispheres for the SC, but note that our scanning procedure was
not optimal for detecting and discriminating SC activity.

Discussion

We have reported reduced antisaccade cost for S-cone stimuli
compared to luminance stimuli, as would be predicted if S-cone
stimuli evoke a smaller saccadic reflex because they are denied
access to the retinotectal and magnocellular pathways. These find-
ings are consistent with the view that these pathways are the main
source of early visual information for stimulus-driven saccades. We
also found that saccades to S-cone stimuli were generally delayed by
about 30 ms compared to saccades to luminance stimuli, as expected
from the known tardiness of the S-cone pathway, which projects to
V1 via the small koniocellular cells of the LGN (Cottaris and De
Valois, 1998; Smithson andMollon, 2004). This confirms that our S-
cone stimuli were appropriately calibrated and successfully
excluded from luminance pathways (note, however, that if calib-
ration was less than perfect, this would act to diminish any difference
between S-cone and luminance stimuli, not create differences).

The fMRI experiment found that activity in the right IPS
reflected the behavioural interaction in saccade latencies. Studying
the interaction between task requirement (antisaccade or prosac-
cade) and stimulus type (luminance or S-cone), rather than simply
comparing antisaccades with prosaccades, controls for non-
stimulus-driven factors such as preparatory set, generating an
endogenous saccade and vector inversion. It also controls for the
stimulus properties, as confirmed by the absence of any activation
in early visual areas (even at p=0.01 uncorrected). Thus the
interaction between task demands and stimulus type found in the
right IPS cannot be attributed simply to different response
requirements, nor to differences restricted to stimulus properties.
Instead, we argue that it is most plausibly attributed to the extra
need to suppress stimulus-triggered activity during antisaccades to
luminance stimuli compared to S-cone stimuli. The critical
interaction did not reach significance in the left IPS. This
asymmetry is consistent with many studies that show greater right
than left parietal activity in situations of spatial competition or
conflict (e.g. Fink et al., 1999; Maclin et al., 2001) it is also
consistent with patient studies showing greater deficits in
oculomotor control following lesions to the right PPC (Pierrot-
Deseilligny et al., 1991). Activity in FEF and SEF also did not show
the interaction shown by right IPS, so we do not draw strong
conclusions regarding these areas. However, we may say that they
appear to be less involved than right IPS in the function represented
by the interaction between saccade requirements and stimulus type.

The fMRI data for the SC appeared to show the opposite pattern
of results from right IPS. Since the SC is small and known to
provide noisy fMRI data (our study did not allow any physiological
noise correction), we must interpret these results with caution.
However, the pattern found conforms well with the prediction that
luminance stimuli should activate SC more than S-cone stimuli, and
that the right IPS acts to inhibit SC responses on luminance
antisaccade trials. Inhibitory signals are likely to travel via the direct
parieto-collicular pathway to the intermediate and deep layers of the
SC, which is well documented in macaques (Fries, 1984; Lynch
et al., 1985; Weber and Yin, 1984) and recently confirmed with
diffusion weighted imaging in humans (Rushworth et al., 2006).
Interestingly, in humans the strongest connection between the
parietal cortex and the superior colliculus appears to lie within a
region extending from x=−14 to x=−40, y=−76 to y=−76, z=40
to z=71 (Rushworth et al., 2006). Our critical locus of activity in the
right IPS lies within this region (mid-coordinate: 30/−60/60).

Role of IPS in antisaccades

What is the role of the right IPS in the generation of an anti-
saccade? One possibility is that the IPS activity we have observed
reflects a general reaction to the extra need for suppression during
luminance antisaccade trials (i.e. a response to the generally higher
degree of response conflict or “task difficulty”). However, a general
change in the deployment of control or attentional resources would
normally be considered a change in “preparatory set”, and on the
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basis of previous findings would be expected to activate frontal
areas such as FEF, SEF, pre-SMA and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(e.g. DeSouza et al., 2003; Everling and DeSouza, 2005; Everling
and Munoz, 2000). We found no hint of such frontal activation; the
interaction we observed was specific to the right IPS. Thus changes
in preparatory set do not seem the likely explanation for this IPS
activity.

A second possibility is that prosaccades to S-cone stimuli may
require more “endogenous effort” than to luminance stimuli,
causing the reported interaction through a difference in prosaccade
trials rather than in antisaccade trials. This might be consistent with
previous reports associating IPS activity with endogenous saccades
(e.g. Mort et al., 2003). However, endogenous saccades also
strongly activate SEF and FEF (Mort et al., 2003; Schall, 1997;
Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987), and indeed we found strong FEF
and SEF activity for our comparison of saccades against rest (see
Fig. 4A). Thus again a more specific interpretation seems to be
required to explain the distinctive pattern of activity in IPS. Fur-
thermore, a direct comparison between prosaccades to luminance
and S-cone stimuli revealed no significant activation difference at
any oculomotor site, indicating that prosaccade activity was not the
main source of the interaction.

In our view, the specific activity pattern found in the right IPS
appears most consistent with a process of reactive inhibition
directly elicited by the stimulus-driven burst of activity known to
occur on antisaccade trials, and which our behavioural results
imply, is larger for luminance stimuli than for S-cone stimuli. Such
reactive inhibition must be necessary even when there is strong
preparatory inhibition in place prior to the stimulus, because a large
stimulus-driven burst of activity still occurs, which is often larger
than the following saccade-related burst, at least in SC and FEF
(Everling et al., 1999; Everling and Munoz, 2000). Thus an extra
source of inhibition seems to be required to ensure that the stimulus-
driven burst does not produce an actual saccade, and we consider
this reactive inhibition to be distinct from other processes involved
in antisaccades, such as preparatory inhibition, vector inversion and
the generation of an endogenous plan. Our results are consistent
with the view that right IPS activity is associated with this extra
inhibition, and thus may make an important contribution to
resolving competition between reflexive behaviour and endogenous
saccade plans. Interestingly, although neither the parietal lobe nor
reactive inhibition have been the main focus of recent antisaccade
studies, early imaging investigations (Doricchi et al., 1997;
O’Driscoll et al., 1995; Paus et al., 1993; Sweeney et al., 1996)
found parietal activity associated with antisaccades more consis-
tently than any other area (see Everling and Fischer, 1998, for a
review).

Consistent with our imaging results, human patients with lesions
of the PPC, involving IPS, have shown apparent deficits in
inhibiting reflexive saccade plans to distractor stimuli (Braun et al.,
1992). However, the saccadic deficits found in other studies of
patients with IPS lesions are not easily explained by a single
mechanism (e.g. Machado and Rafal, 2004a,b; Pierrot-Deseilligny
et al., 1991). Many processes broadly related to target selection or
the coding and transformation of spatial information may be carried
out within sub-regions of the IPS (e.g. Andersen and Buneo, 2002;
Colby and Goldberg, 1999; Goldberg et al., 2006; Ipata et al.,
2006). While our results may implicate the IPS in reactive inhi-
bition, they do not contradict previous results that have implicated
the IPS in other antisaccade processes, such as vector inversion
(Medendorp et al., 2005; Zhang and Barash, 2000, 2004). Indeed,
our study was explicitly designed to exclude vector inversion from
the interaction of interest. The exact details of how different
functions may be carried out by different parts of the IPS remain to
be established, but it seems likely that between-study inconsisten-
cies in the exact locus of saccade-related parietal activity revealed
by fMRI may reflect variability in task demands (see Mort et al.,
2003 for a meta-analysis). Using a memory-guided saccade task
known to activate monkey LIP (Sereno et al., 2001), two separate
zones within human IPS have recently been identified that both
show topographic organization for delayed saccades (Schluppeck
et al., 2006, 2005). Since both areas showed similar properties in
this respect, it is not yet clear how each might map onto IPS activity
revealed in other tasks. More recently four separate topographic
zones have been reported (Hagler et al., 2007). Thus, it seems that
there may be multiple functional subdivisions of IPS.

Roles of SEF and FEF in antisaccades

Neither the SEF nor the FEF showed activity in the pattern
predicted for reactive inhibition. Neither did they show clear and
robust activity for the contrast between antisaccades and prosac-
cades, and thus do not fully replicate previous fMRI studies
(Connolly et al., 2002; DeSouza et al., 2003; Doricchi et al., 1997;
O’Driscoll et al., 1995; Paus et al., 1993; Sweeney et al., 1996). It is
not surprising that this contrast should be weak in our study given
that several aspects of our paradigm lessened the stark difference
between pro and antisaccade conditions used in previous studies.
Firstly, we provided target place markers throughout, aiding perfor-
mance on antisaccade trials. Further, our luminance increments
were small in order to achieve equi-salience with our S-cone
stimuli, rather than being bright white flashes on a uniform black
background, for example. Most importantly, all stimuli were
presented in the context of luminance noise. Given that the human
SC appears to have high contrast sensitivity (Schneider and Kastner,
2005), the presence of luminance noise would encourage some
preparatory inhibition (caution) in all conditions to protect against
saccades to such flicker. This would in turn make the prosaccade
conditions much more similar to the antisaccade conditions in this
respect compared to all previous studies, potentially explaining why
the frontal regions associated with such preparatory set effects (e.g.
Connolly et al., 2002; DeSouza et al., 2003; Munoz and Everling,
2004) would not show a strong contrast.

A further possibility is that the arrangement of the saccadic
tasks into blocks might influence the contribution of frontal areas.
Event-related designs in which antisaccades are randomly inter-
leaved with prosaccades (Brown et al., 2006; Ford et al., 2005), or
occur intermittently as an oddball trial (Chikazoe et al., 2007), may
require greater frontal involvement as flexible switching between
stimulus–response mappings from trial to trial is necessary. A
network of frontal regions, including dorsal as well as ventral areas
(e.g. Hodgson et al., 2007), is known to be involved in such flexible
oculomotor control. For example, healthy individuals performing a
saccadic change-of-plan task demonstrate enhanced SEF activity
when subjects successfully change plan (Nachev et al., 2005).
Consistent with this, a patient with a rare focal lesion of the left
SEF has shown a deficit in making antisaccades when they were
intermingled with prosaccades, but not when antisaccade trials
were performed in pure blocks (Husain et al., 2003; Parton et al.,
2007).

Thus we do not draw strong conclusions about the role of the
FEF and SEF in our study. However, the difference between the
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patterns of activity found here and in IPS is intriguing. Taken
together, and in the light of previous research, the results imply that
the frontal areas are not as strongly involved in the stimulus-elicited
reactive inhibitory process our study was designed to tap. Instead,
FEF and SEF may be more involved in flexibly changing saccade
plans and in preparatory inhibition of prepotent responses, rather
than stimulus-related processes (e.g. Amador et al., 2004; Connolly
et al., 2002; DeSouza et al., 2003; Ford et al., 2005; Munoz and
Everling, 2004; Schlag-Rey et al., 1997). Consistent with this,
equivalent SEF and FEF activity has been found during the
response period for prosaccades and no-go trials (in which a
saccade had to be inhibited), suggesting that these areas may not be
responsible for on-line saccade generation or inhibition (Brown
et al., 2006). Such a dissociation between preparatory processes
associated with the FEF and SEF and stimulus-elicited processes
associated with the IPS is consistent with the fMRI data of Connolly
et al. (2002), in which frontal activity increased during the
preparatory period, but parietal activity increased post-stimulus. It
is also broadly consistent with a recent dissociation drawn between
motor-based and stimulus-based conflict in manual tasks, with the
former associated with premotor cortex and the latter with parietal
cortex (Egner et al., 2007).

Conclusions

S-cone stimuli were employed in an antisaccade task to
investigate competition between reflexive and voluntary action
plans. We found reduced antisaccade cost for S-cone stimuli com-
pared to luminance stimuli, as predicted if S-cone stimuli evoke a
smaller saccadic reflex. Activity in the right IPS reflected this in-
teraction, showing the pattern of activity predicted for an area in-
volved in reactive inhibition of the stimulus-driven saccade reflex.
The superior colliculus showed the reverse pattern of responses,
consistent with a direct inhibitory influence of IPS on SC.
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